
SLYRS 100% Malt Whisky
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Using the finest ingredients and loving craftsmanship, we are opening a new era with Slyrs Malt
whisky. Our young, dynamic team of distillers has spent a lot of time perfecting this unique
whisky.

With a love of craftsmanship and aging in new American white oak barrels, Slyrs' DNA has its own
new character in the form of vanilla, malt and caramel flavors.
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SLYRS Rye
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Master distiller Hans Kemenater, traveled for several with Anton Stetter, co-founder of the Slyrs
distillery in the United States, to learn as much as he could about how to manage, replicate and
create the best rye whisky.

"Bavaria Urkorn" rye produces a sweetish malt, dominates the flavor and is perfectly supported
by bouquets of two "grain minorities" - malted barley and unmalted barley. The three-grain
mash, which features a predominance of rye, gives rise to this whiskey.

Country of origin ABVCategory
rye whisky 41%
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SLYRS Classic Single Malt
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Regional raw materials, delicate production and a long aging process in the finest American
white oak barrels make this classic a brilliant single malt. The whisky is aged for 3 to 6 years in
American white oak barrels.

Country of origin ABVCategory
43%
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SLYRS 51
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

What makes Slyrs whisky so special? Is it the sun-ripened Bavarian summer barley, good spring
water or gentle maturation? A blend of all these ingredients under the guidance of experienced
distillers creates a strong aroma with a slight hint of smoke and a wonderfully fresh nose. In
addition to regular casks, barrels that previously contained port, sherry or Sauternes are used to
mature this German whisky. Preserved cask strength for added character.

Country of origin ABVCategory
51%
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SLYRS Bavarian Peat
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Slyrs Bavarian Peat is a peated single malt whisky from the Schliersee distillery, for which barley
malt from Germany has been fired on peat, which also comes from Bavaria. The single malt is
bottled at 40 proof. The green bottle features a sketched ram's head.

Country of origin ABVCategory
43%
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SLYRS 12YO Single Malt
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Even Slyrs Classic, after three to six years in the barrel, has matured so well that it has delighted
aficionados and connoisseurs and received numerous awards. The 12-year-old version is
therefore absolutely perfect with its fully developed aroma - a precious masterpiece for special
occasions in the life of a true connoisseur.

Country of origin ABVCategory
43%
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SLYRS Oloroso Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Oloroso Sherry leaves the faintest notes of fruit and wood in its barrel aging (450-500L barrels).
Bavarian Single Malt Slyrs poured into this barrel then have about a year to absorb these aromas
from the wood.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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SLYRS Port Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Port wine is very popular for its strong fruity notes. Strict regulations for its production, as well as
controlled storage for at least three years, make the wine from the upper Douro Valley and its
deep side valleys a delicious specialty.

It also benefits from Slyrs malt whiskey, which has been aged in Tawny Port barrels for up to
nine months.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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SLYRS PX Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Pedro Ximénez is a sherry variety made from white, ripe grapes with an intoxicating fruity aroma
and flavor. The classic sherry grape is the palomino grape, which is heavily dried and therefore
has a high sugar content as a result of sherry processing. A finish in the barrel that previously
held this unique sherry gives the whiskey mouth-filling fruity aromas that provide a mellow
aftertaste.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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SLYRS Rum Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

After the malt whisky has been aged in American white oak barrels for about half a decade, it is
transferred to barrels in which the famous rum from the island of Jamaica was previously aged.
Jamaican rum is very strong and spicy in flavor. Before bottling, it is aged for several months in
wooden barrels, in which Slyrs Malt Whisky is later finished. Some barrels that previously
contained rhum agricole (made from sugar cane - not molasses, as is usually the case!) from the
Caribbean island of Martinique are also used by Slyrs to finish the whisky.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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SLYRS Amontadillado Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

After 2,5 years of storage in new American white oak barrels, Slyrs Single Malt Whisky finishes for
another 4 years in the original Amontillado casks. For our Slyrs Single Malt Whisky Amontillado
Cask Finish, we use precious casks, up to 50 years old, from the famous Bodegas Tradición in
Jerez, Spain.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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SLYRS Marsala Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

Named after the Sicilian port city of Marsala, Marsala liqueur wine was originally fortified to
preserve it for transport by ship to England. "Force up" means that distilled alcohol is added to
the grape mash during fermentation, which stops fermentation and preserves the residual
sweetness of the grapes. After three years in American white oak barrels, the malt is transferred
to barrels that were previously aged in Marsala. The wine's fruity aromas enter the malt through
these Whisky barrels and blend with the malt notes.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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SLYRS Sauternes Cask
It all started in 1994: trained brewer and master distiller Florian Stetter went on a study trip to
Scotland. He is surprised by the similarities to his homeland of Upper Bavaria: mountains, clear
water and wonderfully clean air. Added to this is the sometimes stubbornness of the Scots,
which seems very Bavarian to him, a dialect that is difficult to pronounce and a clear tendency
toward a free state.
So many Scottish-Bavarian crossovers and his visits to world-famous distilleries in the Speyside
region inspire Florian Stetter to imagine a single malt from Upper Bavaria.

The famous white wine from the Bordeaux region develops a unique, relatively strong, sweet
aroma as it matures. The mature Slyrs single malt is transferred to aging barrels and enhanced
for 14 months with the unusual aromas of the special Sauternes wine.

Country of origin ABVCategory
46%
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